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To understand the origin of cleavage fracture which dominates in Fe共Mn兲-Al-C alloys at a high phosphorus
concentration, we performed first-principles study of the phosphorus effect on ideal cleavage energy and
critical stress in -carbide, Fe3AlC, a precipitate in the austenitic alloys. We find that phosphorus has higher
solubility in Fe3AlC than in ␥-Fe and sharply reduces the cleavage characteristics of -carbide. We show that
strong anisotropy of the Fe-P bonds in Fe3共Al, P兲C under tensile stress, leads to the appearance of large
structural voids and may facilitate crack nucleation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.012105

PACS number共s兲: 71.20.Be, 62.20.mm

Cubic ternary carbide Fe3AlC 共known as -carbide兲 precipitates in austenitic Fe-Al-C and Fe-Mn-Al-C alloys and
plays an important role in age hardening properties.1–8 The
lightweight steels with high manganese content exhibit ultrahigh strength and excellent formability and are attractive for
a wide range of applications.7,9–12 The improved properties
originate from the addition of aluminum that reduces the
density of conventional Fe-Mn-C austenitic steels and produces an age hardenable steel. These alloys contain primary
austenite 共greater than 90%兲 and regularly distributed
-carbide, which is coherent to the austenite matrix and precipitates when the aluminum and carbon contents exceed 5%
and 0.3%, respectively.5,7 Homogenous precipitation and dispersion of -carbide are the main mechanisms of hardening
in these aluminum containing austenitic steels.
Impurities, even at a small concentration, may significantly affect the mechanical properties of the iron-based alloys. Among them is phosphorus which is known to reduce
the toughness and ductility in high-strength iron steels due to
the grain boundary embrittlement. The microscopic mechanism of phosphorus intergranular embrittlement is well studied in ␣-Fe, where phosphorus has a very low solubility in
the bulk and a great propensity for segregation at grain
boundaries.13–17 Recent investigations of the cast Fe-MnAl-C alloys8–10 also reveal a correlation of the toughness
degradation with phosphorus content. However, not only intergranular failure but also transgranular cleavage fracture
was observed in these alloys. The cleavage fracture is favored with increasing phosphorous content and the ductile to
brittle transition occurs above the room temperature for P
concentration ⬎0.04%. Similar fracture behavior has been
found in wrought Fe-Mn-Al-C alloys, where alloy transitioned from ductile fracture to transgranular cleavage and
finally to intergranular failure with increasing aging
temperature.2 A mixed mode of intergranular and transgranular cleavage was also observed6 for the 0.006% phosphorus
containing quenched Fe-Mn-Al-C alloys, whereas the transgranular cleavage is a dominant fracture mode in high phosphorus alloys 共0.07%兲. Cleavage crack in steels is usually
believed to initiate in the brittle precipitates such as carbides.
Indeed, cleavage fracture was not observed in the austenitic
alloys with suppressed degree of -carbide ordering, and so
it was suggested6,9,10 that crack nucleation originates in
1098-0121/2010/81共1兲/012105共4兲

-carbide, however, the role of phosphorus in cleavage fracture was not understood.
In this study we focus on the microscopic origin of the
phosphorus-induced cleavage fracture in -carbide. First, we
calculated the solution enthalpy of phosphorus in various
substitutional sites and predict its preferred location in bulk
Fe3AlC. Because the Fe-Mn-Al-C steels are primary austenite, it is important to know the phosphorus distribution between -carbide and austenite matrix. Therefore, we also estimated the solution enthalpy of phosphorus in ␥-Fe and
compared the results with those for Fe3AlC, that allows us to
predict the phosphorus spatial partitioning between these fcc
phases.
To understand the role of phosphorus in transgranular
brittle fracture, we calculated the cleavage parameters for
Fe3AlC with and without phosphorus. First-principles atomistic simulations of cleavage fracture are informative to establish the failure mechanism and they have been successfully used for studying the brittle fracture of metals, carbides,
and intermetallics.18–26 To simulate crack formation, the
cleavage characteristics 共the ideal cleavage energy and critical stress兲 are determined under the rigid cleaving of crystal.
Essentially, the first-principles atomistic approach allows one
to relate the cleavage process with the electronic properties
and chemical bonding, thus providing the microscopic reasons for brittle fracture.
First-principles calculations were performed by using the
projector augmented waves method as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package27,28 with the generalized
gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation
energy.29 We carried out nonmagnetic 共NM兲 and spinpolarized calculations, the local magnetic moments were estimated through the integration over the atomic spheres with
the appropriate radii. We used a kinetic-energy cutoff of
350 eV and the k-point sampling that get the converged total
energies within 0.01 eV/cell for each case. In particular, the
12⫻ 12⫻ 12 k mesh was taken for pure Fe3AlC and ␥-Fe
phases, while for supercells modeling the substituted phases,
cleavage, and tensile properties we used the 6 ⫻ 6 ⫻ 6,
12⫻ 12⫻ 6, and 6 ⫻ 6 ⫻ 6 k meshes, respectively.
The -carbide, Fe3AlC, has the E21 crystal structure,30
where aluminum occupies the 共0,0,0兲 position, iron is in the
共 21 , 21 , 0兲 position, and carbon is located at the center octahe-
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dral site 共 21 , 21 , 21 兲. Our calculations show the ground state of
Fe3AlC to be ferromagnetic 共FM兲 with an equilibrium lattice
parameter of 3.753 Å, while the nonmagnetic state has the
total energy higher by 0.1 eV/cell and the lattice parameter
of 3.733 Å. The obtained results are in a good agreement
with the experimental data 关3.78 Å 共Ref. 31兲兴 and previous
theoretical results: 3.78,32 3.75,33 and 3.76 Å.34 The local
magnetic moment of iron is about 1.0B that agrees with the
calculated value of 1.12B.34 A comparison of the magnetic
properties in Fe3AlC with those in Fe3Al,33–36 where the
magnetic moment is twice larger, demonstrates that it is carbon that sharply reduces the magnetization in the Fe-Al-C
system.
␥-Fe has a complex magnetic phase diagram. Within the
temperatures of thermodynamic stability 共1184–1665 K兲
␥-Fe is paramagnetic, while the spin-spiral antiferromagnetic
structure was found for the Fe precipitates in a Cu matrix.37
Theoretical studies predict a competition between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic 共collinear and spin-density
wave兲 structures, which differ only slightly in the total energy and volume.38–40 For our calculations we choose the
ferromagnetic high-spin 共HS兲 state which has the largest lattice constant 共3.65 Å兲 among the magnetic structures and,
hence, provides a better mismatch between fcc Fe3AlC and
␥-Fe phases. Our goal is to estimate the solution enthalpy of
nonmagnetic impurity, and we expect little sensitivity of the
binding energy on the magnetic states, which differ in energy
by less than 60 meV/atom.38–40 We note that the ferromagnetic state was used to study the carbon diffusivity in ␥-Fe.41
For the cubic FM/HS state, we obtained the equilibrium lattice parameter of 3.64 Å and the local magnetic moment of
2.52B, which both are in good agreement with previous ab
initio calculations.41,42
First, we determined the energetically preferred location
of phosphorus in bulk Fe3AlC. We compared the solution
enthalpy, ⌬Hs, for the substituted phosphorus at Fe共PFe兲,
Al共PAl兲, or C共PC兲 site in the 40-atom 共2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 2兲 supercells,
where the lattice parameters and all atom positions were optimized. The same supercell size, cutoff, and k-points mesh
were used for the undoped and substituted systems to make
the comparison of energies more precise. The value of ⌬Hs
was estimated as the total-energy difference for supercell
with phosphorus and ideal supercell taking into account the
corresponding P substitution for Fe, Al, or C atom
⌬Hs共PFe兲 = E共Fe23PAl8C8兲 − E共Fe24Al8C8兲
− 关E共P兲 − E共Fe兲兴,
⌬Hs共PAl兲 = E共Fe24PAl7C8兲 − E共Fe24Al8C8兲
− 关E共P兲 − E共Al兲兴,
⌬Hs共PC兲 = 关E共Fe24PAl8C7兴兲 − E共Fe24Al8C8兲 − 关E共P兲 − E共C兲兴,
where for E共A兲 we choose the energies of A = Fe, Al, C, or P
metals in the bcc, fcc, graphite, and rhombic 共black phosphorus兲 structures, respectively. It should be noted that the
interstitial octa-site in Fe3AlC is occupied by carbon atom.
The solution enthalpy of substitutional and interstitial phos-

TABLE I. Phosphorus substitution in Fe3AlC: solution enthalpy
⌬Hs, lattice parameter a, distances between P and the nearest
Fe共RFe-P兲 or C atoms 共RC-P兲.

Fe3AlC: PFe
Fe3AlC: PAl
Fe3AlC: PC
␥-Fe: PFe
␥-Fe: Pint

⌬Hs
共eV兲

a
共Å兲

RFe-P
共Å兲

RC-P
共Å兲

2.40
0.67
1.22
2.43
5.21

3.758
3.752
3.797
3.621
3.654

2.66
2.58
2.02
2.53
2.07

1.96

phorus in ␥-Fe 共which was modeled by using a 32-atom
supercell兲 was calculated as
⌬Hs = 关E共Fe31 + P兲 − E共Fe32兲 − E共P兲 + E共Fe兲兴
and
⌬Hs = 关E共Fe32 + P兲 − E共Fe32兲 − E共P兲兴,
respectively. For interstitial phosphorus we considered the
octahedral position, which is more favorable for light impurities in ␥-Fe than the tetra-site.41,43 The calculated enthalpies
for phosphorus in magnetic Fe3AlC and ␥-Fe are given in
Table I along with the optimized lattice parameters and the
distances between P and its nearest atoms. We found that the
P substitution for Al does not change the lattice parameter,
whereas P substituted in C position increases the lattice parameter in accord with their atomic-size difference. All substitutions reduce the magnetization to 0.84B, 共PAl兲, 0.93B
共PC兲, and 0.78B 共PFe兲.
Relaxation of the nearest atoms around phosphorus is inward for P at the Al site and outward for P substituting for
the Fe or C atoms. For the Al, Fe, and C substitutions, the
change in the distances between P and its nearest atoms is
2.8% 共RFe-Al兲, 4.4% 共RC-P兲, and 7.6% 共RFe-P兲, respectively, as
compared to those in ideal Fe3AlC. Thus, the smallest structural relaxation occurs for P substituted at Al site. Solution
enthalpy is positive for all substitutions, and the lowest value
corresponds to the phosphorus substitution for Al in Fe3AlC.
In this case the nearest twelve Fe atoms are shifted toward
the P atom and form the strong covalent Fe-P bonds. Phosphorous substitutions for either C or Fe atoms are less stable
共Table I兲 and these sites are unlikely for phosphorus.
In austenite, phosphorus prefers the substitutional site,
while the solution enthalpy of the interstitial octa-position is
larger by 2.8 eV 共Table I兲. Similar result was obtained for
phosphorus in bcc Fe, where the energy difference between
the substitutional and octa-interstitial sites was estimated to
be about 3 eV.36,44 The lattice parameter decreases by 0.5%
for the considered phosphorus concentration of 3 at. % and
the nearest Fe atoms around substituted phosphorus in ␥–Fe
are shifted by −1.7% compared to the unrelaxed distance.
The binding energies for P substituted for Fe are similar to
those in -carbide 共Table I兲, but for the preferred phosphorus
sites 共PAl in Fe3AlC兲 they differ significantly because the
Fe-Fe bonds in ␥ Fe are much stronger than the Fe-P
bonds.44 Thus, we conclude that phosphorus in the Fe-Al-C
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FIG. 1. Cleavage energies, GC共x兲, 共solid line is the UBER fit兲
and cleavage stress 共x兲 共dotted line兲 versus cleavage separation in
Fe3AlC and Fe3共Al, P兲C.

alloys is most likely incorporates in -carbide, but not in
austenite matrix. Below consider how phosphorus substituted
for the most stable Al site in -carbide affects the cleavage
fracture properties.
According to Griffith model, the intrinsic cleavage fracture takes place 共or brittle cleavage propagates兲 when the
mechanical energy of the loading stress exceeds the ideal
cleavage energy GC which is defined as the energy necessary
to separate crystal into two semi-infinite parts. The dependence GC共x兲, where x is the separation distance between two
crystal blocks, is fitted by the universal binding energy relation 共UBER兲 GC共x兲 = GC关1 − 共1 + x兲exp共−x兲兴, x = u / . The
ideal cleavage stress may be calculated as 共x兲 = dGC共x兲 / dx,
so that the parameter  defines the distance which corresponds to the maximum stress max. We modeled the 共001兲
cleavage in Fe3AlC 共the 兵100其 cleavage plane was inferred
from the dendrite patterns produced by the fracture path6兲 by
the repeated slab consisting of 12 layers and separated by a
variable distance x. For the case of ideal brittle cleavage, no
relaxation was allowed in the atomic positions after cleaving.
Taking into account the structural relaxation after cleavage
may overestimate sufficiently the critical cleavage stress, as
it was shown recently.26
Cleavage energies GC共x兲 and stress 共x兲 versus cleavage
separation between the 共001兲 layers in nonmagnetic Fe3AlC
are shown in Fig. 1, where x = 0 corresponds to the equilibrium interlayer distance in bulk. The results of UBER fit give
the cleavage energy GC and ideal critical stress max of
5.04 J / m2 and 40 GPa, respectively. Separation distance, ,
is 0.46 Å that corresponds to the ideal strain of 12%. We
found that the ideal cleavage parameters are only slightly
lower than, for example, those for FeAl 共5.96 J / m2 and 44
GPa兲.23 To find how phosphorus affects the cleavage failure
in Fe3AlC, we assumed that crack is initiated in the plane
with substituted impurity. Similar repeated slab construction
from twelve 共001兲 layers separated by a variable distance x
was used to model the effect of P on the ideal cleavage
characteristics. Phosphorus was placed at the Al site on one
of the cleaving surfaces. Such arrangement corresponds to a
50% covering of the 共001兲 surface by phosphorus and impurity concentration of 0.33 at. % in bulk. This concentration
is certainly higher than that used in alloys, however, such a
high-impurity concentration allows one to capture the local

FIG. 2. The in-plane 共open circles兲 and out-of-plane 共filled
circles兲 Fe-P distances as a function of tensile strain along 具001典 in
Fe3共Al, P兲C. Dash line represents the out-of-plane Fe-P distance for
the stretched lattice with no atomic relaxation.

effect near impurity and better understand the observed
trends. Our results 共Fig. 1兲 show that phosphorus sharply
decreases the ideal cleavage energy and the ideal cleavage
stress, which we obtained for NM state to be 2.76 J / m2 and
22 GPa, respectively, and they are 2.25 J / m2 and 17 GPa for
FM state. These values are half of those for ideal Fe3AlC
without P.
Magnetism is known to strongly affect the surface
energy.45 For both Fe3AlC and Fe3共Al, P兲C, our spinpolarized calculations give a smaller GC by about 20% as
compared to the nonmagnetic states. The reduction is mainly
due to the total-energy difference, whereas the lattice parameters for magnetic state increase by only 0.5%. We also find
that the magnetic moment on iron atoms in the cleaved layers demonstrates the Friedel’s oscillations with almost twice
larger values for the outermost surface layers 共namely, 1.8B
and 2.0B for iron on the Fe-C and Fe-Al terminated surfaces, respectively, whereas the Fe magnetic moment in bulk
is 1.0B兲.
In order to understand the reason for the reduced cleavage
characteristics, we modeled the tensile strain along the 具001典
direction by changing the c / a ratio in Fe3AlC and
Fe3共Al, P兲C. All atoms in supercell were allowed to relax in
the stretched structures. We found that the relaxation plays a
crucial role in the local geometry of the nearest and nextnearest atoms around phosphorus. First, phosphorus significantly enhances the anisotropy of the Fe-P bonds in Fe3AlC
under tensile stress. The in-plane and out-of-plane Fe-P distances decrease and increase, respectively, more sharply than
it is expected for strained Fe3AlC without P 共dash line in Fig.
2兲. For the large tensile deformation 共⬎15%兲, the in-plane
Fe-P distances approach the value which corresponds to the
molecular Fe-P systems 共2.1 Å兲, while the out-of-plane Fe-P
distances are significantly larger than the unrelaxed distance
in the stretched crystal. Furthermore, the outward relaxation
of the out-of-plane Fe atoms strongly weakens the Fe-Fe and
Fe-Al bonds between the nearest and next nearest 共001兲 layers 关Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲兴. As a result, these bonds accommodate a larger strain than the bonds between the other 共001兲
layers. We suggest that manganese may enhance the embrittling effect of phosphorus due to formation of the strong
in-plane Mn-P bonds,14 whereas oversized impurities 共e.g.,
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲. 共a兲 The 共101兲 projections of the relaxed
crystal structure and 共b兲 charge-density map for Fe3共Al, P兲C under
25% tensile strain along 具001典.

Mo, Y, La兲 may weaken the in-plane bonding and improve
the fracture properties.
Finally, we found that magnetism increases anisotropy of
the Fe-P bonds resulting in larger voids. Magnetic moments
of the nearest iron atoms sharply increase with tensile strain,
and for the 15% strain they reach 1.8– 1.9B that is similar
to the Fe moments on the 共001兲 surface of Fe3AlC. For magnetic Fe3共Al, P兲C, the total energy required for this strain is
less by 0.05 eV/atom 共27%兲 than that for the nonmagnetic
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carbide—in accord with the fact that magnetic materials are
usually softer under tension.
The structural voids in -carbide may serve as the preferred locations for crack nucleation, which occurs when
plastic stress reaches the critical value. Uniformly arranged
shear bands which formed due to the ordered distribution of
-carbide and promote the enhanced ductility,7 favor crack
nucleation through the mechanism of dislocation coalescence. Indeed, crack in Fe-Mn-Al-C alloys was observed to
follow the shear bands.7,10 Additionally, as we showed, the
applied tensile stress should play a large role in crack initiation and propagation.
In summary, using ab initio approach, we found the most
stable phosphorus site in bulk Fe3AlC and predicted the
greater solubility of P in -carbide compared to austenite.
Phosphorus substituted in bulk sharply reduces the brittle
cleavage characteristics, the ideal cleavage energy and critical stress, and may facilitate crack nucleation and propagation. The calculations of Fe3共Al, P兲C under tensile stress
showed that the microscopic mechanism of phosphorus effect on cleavage fracture in -carbide originates from a
strong anisotropy of Fe-P bonds under deformation that leads
to the appearance of structural voids and strongly weakens
the nearest interlayer Fe-Fe and Fe-Al bonds.
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